leadership Conf erence Explained
The Challengeof the Ford Grant

"I think the grant has established ourselves in a position of national recognition — a leader of liberal arts colleges." (It is) "The most significant event in the history of the college."
These statements by President Strider and Vice President Williams, respectively, exemplifi ed the
Colby College Leadership Conference held here last Friday and Saturday. The purpose of the Conference was to unite approximately 100 of the college's "key" alumni, parents, and fri end s in the ini tiation
of the massive drive to obtain the 3.6 million dollars stipulated in the Fold Foundation Challenge
of the smoothest running conferGrant.
President Strider , in two addressThe Conference, which featured ences," Turner remarked, "that es to the visitors, described how
visits, with, and observation of the we've ever had . . . thanks to the Colby was selected, what the grant
students, was termed a huge suc- students. The guests , "were tremen- meant, what the challenge entailed;
cess by Edward Turner, Vice Pres- dously impressed by the students. and what was going to be asked of
ident for Development. "It was one They did a greaV job. "
each guest. He discussed the preliminary negotiations which began
a year ago last January in a Deliver hotel room". At that time James
Armsey, Director of the Ford Foundation 's Special Program in Educa.tion , told the President , to "chat'
about Colby. The gregarious Strider
did so and was then asked to send
Colby's Sesquicentennial Year Celebration will commence with a in a variety of complicated forms
college community convocation , Octob er 10th . through 12th. focused describing all facets of the operaon the theme : The Heritage of Mind in a Civiliaztion of Machines. tions of the school.
Three outstanding men will discuss the theme under the sponsorship
An inspector came to the collegte
of the Sperry and Hutchinson Company, who have awarded the col- some time later and was evidently
lege $2,000. Oscar Handlin, author and professor of History at Har- impressed with the college. Finally,
vard , Gerald Piel, publisher of tH© |
its president and publisher since after another round of conferences ,
Scientific
American,
and
Frank
1947. In addition , Piel is a trustee Mr. Armsey informed the President
.
Stanton, president of the Columbia of the American Museum of Natural that Colby had been selected for a
Nearly 800 students recently back on Mayflower Hill for another Broadcasting System, will lecture!, History, a fellow in the American grant. The public announcement
academic year, were caugh t up in the Spirit of Colby College Tues- participate in discussions, and meet Academy of Arts and Sciences, was on June 27.
day night when President Robert E. L. Strider described (he exciting with students and faculty, in class President of the Salk Institute for Strider emphasized to trie alumni
Biological Studies , director of the that the grant gave ColbyJ not only
futur e made possible by the recent Ford Foundation challenge grant. and informally.
Pulitzer
Prize
Oscar
Handlin,
American
Civil Liberties Union, and tremendous prestige and made it
The young scholars jammed Runnals Union to attend the annual winning historian will be the keya member of the executive commit- a "national center of excellence,",
,
All-College . Convocation. Wide-eyed, sign-wearing freshmen mingled note speaker at the three day con- tee of the Health Research Council
but also augmented tho resoui-ces
with upperclassmen and watched Colby has ever raised before.
vocation. He will deliver his address of New York City.
now and in the future by a consid"Finally/-* Dr. Strider pointed at 8 p.m. on October 10th. Profesthe faculty enter the auditorium in
Frank Stanton, president of the erable amount. "The reward which
academic garb. Colby's enrollment out, "if we make it, or I prefer to sor Handlin has taught at Harvard Columbia Broadcasting System, will
say 'when' we make it, we will im- since 1939. He. is the director of give the final address on October awaits us . . . makes us iirimediately
this semester is about' 1,200.
.
eligible for another grant," but he
After a selection by the Glee mediately become eligible for an- the Center for the Study of the His- 12th. Stanton is a fellow of the
hastened
to aotd that "if we fail
,,
Club, Dean of Women Frances Sea- other grant.
tory of Liberty in America, editor American Psychological Association, we will receive no further assist"If we " should not raise the of the Library of American Bio- a trustee and the former chairman
man and Dean iGeorge Nickerson
3
present
money, we ' would never graphy, and one of the editors of of the Center for Advanced Study ance. ' the
s
List
for
announced the Dean'
again be considered for another the Harvard Guide to American in the Behavioral Sciences ; the
past' semester.
Vic-" : President Williams then
President Strider then addressed grant from the Ford Foundation. " History. Author of several histor- Rockefeller Foundation ; chairman went into great detail discussing
the students. "At this moment," he He stressed that the support of ical books, the latest being "the of the board of the Rand Corpora- the proposed usage of the allotmiaht.
;
said; "Colby is as well off as she the foundation means "a. great-deal dimensions of .Liberty,'.' he won the tJ6n;. and a,, director a/);, the,.Lincoln Work.' on a w=o_nen"s . dorai >which
more than the tangible gift.''
has ever been."
.'
•
Dunning r Prize ., of the American Center for the Performing Arts _ind will house oyer 200 students*, .will
"If there is a moral to Colby's The entire audience rose to sing Historical Society in 1941 for the chairman of its art . committee. soon begin. Considerable money is
su ccess,*' he suggested, "it is that "Hail Colby, Hail" .to conclude the book, ^Boston's Immigrants." Pro- Stanton received the Distinguished to be placed in endowments for
when something is really worth- Convocation.
fessor Handlin. graduated from Service Award of the Radio-Televi- salaries, concerts , lectures, and
while, it will endure." ' .
Brooklyn. College and received his sion News Directors Association , the scholarship programs. A new intritBlending his sincerity with wit,
M.A . and Ph.D. degrees from Har- Honor Award for Distinguished mural gymnasium with a swimming
Dr. Strider told of the events of the
vard.
Service in Journalism from the pool , and an outdoor music shell are
past summer " and of Colby's long
Gerald Piel will speak Thursday University of Missouri School of other top priority jobs.
history.
afternoon , October 11. Author, Journalism , and the Trustee's
The tasks of the' guests, as wafl ."I am proud to welcome you . to
editor and publisher, Piel graduated award qf the National Academy of
pointed
out . to them , is a.hard one.
the beginning of Colby's 150th
Magna cum Laude from Harvard in Television Arts and Sciences.
They
must
go liome and attempt , to
year," he said. "A good deal of
1937 and received an honorary docIn expressing tho college's. apprefind
special
prospects who would be
water has gone down the Kennebec The Juilliard ' String Quartet will tor of science degree from Colby in ciation for the convocation grant,
*
willing
to
give
considerable sums to
.
since 1813. " . ,
be in residence here at Colby ' Col- 1960, and an honorary doctorate President Strider said : "The generthe
campaign.
They must set up
He delighted the audience when lege for six weeks during July and from Columbia University last osity of the Sperry and Hutchinson
committees
for
a
general ' campaign
he talked of changes in the past August of 1963 teaching and per- June. Piel was the science editor of Company (enables) Colby to bring
which
Turner
believes
will start in
has forming^ at a summer school of Life magazine for six years, and eminent speakers . . . to offer var"Colby
century-and-a-half.
late
January
and
go
thrnueh Junemoved to a new site," ho said. "The music being instituted by the col- assistant to the president of Hehry iations upon our sesquicentennial
this,
t
is
in
phase
of
the campaign- ¦,
I
have
come
railroad passenger trains
lege. Details of the school , its cur- Kaiser and Associated Companies theme. This convocation will set the
and gone ; so has the airline." •'
riculum , size of enrollment and sim- for a year. He helped to organize stage for a year of discussion and that each alumni, each friend , each •
On the serious side , he cited ilar matters are being worked out Scientific American and has been exploration.'"
person willing to help Colby will .be
faculty changes, new abquisitions by in coopdration with the quartet ,
contacted. Thirty-five general chairtho art department, and physical Colby President Robert E. L. Strimen have been . selected from the ,..
dor stated today in making his analterations in various buildings.
100
guests to supervise the general
Looking to the coming yoar, ho nouncement .
campaign in the thirty-five areas
"For the " past several years, we
noted that "from this prospective,
have
had
under
consideration
the
tho
year
looks
early in September,
set up throughout the Eastern part
very exciting." He told students of possibility of a summer music school
of the United States. Their task
tho October Convocation which will tq be conducted in conjunction with
will not be an easy one. As Strider
feature, major addresses by Oscar tho college's oxtensi-ve program of
The 325th AFROTC Cadet Group said , "It will be very hard and full
Handlin, Harvard historian 5 Gerard adult education ," President Stridor
of Colby College, Waterville, Maine,
of frustrations and heartaches."
Peil, • editor of the Scientific -Ameri- said.
has begun its eleventh year of traincan magazine ; and Frank Stanton ,
"The availability of the Juilliard
ing fu ture officers for tho United
president of the Columbia Broad- String Quartet to teach chamber
States .Air Force.
casting Company.
music will enable Oolby to offer
Tho Senior Cadet officers have
Dr. Stridor also commented on summer students an unusually rich
boon assigned tho following comtho selection of Thomas M. Storke, experience provided by one of tho
mand and staff positions : Group
California publisher , as tho 1963 world' s greatest ensembles. "
Commander , Cadet Lt. Col. Robert
Lovejoy Follow as well as on coming
In thousands of concerts, played
J. Metaler , Jr. ; Group Executive
lectures and concerts.
throughout the U. 8. and , Canada,
Officer , Cadet Captain Charles P.
Student Lounge
Tho President talked about the on both sides of the Iron Curtain
Williamson , Jr, ; Operations Offic"biggest news of a decade — the in Europe and in tho Middle East
er, Cadot Captain Ro'dnoy. D.
challorigo grant of .fil.Sirnillion from and Asia , tho Juilliard , String QuarPierce ; Assistant Operations Offictl)o Ford Foundation. Ho outlined tet has been hoard by millions of
er, Cadot 1st Lt, Charles S. Ludat length' tho meticulous details and listeners, ! The quartet, has also apwig;
Personnel Officer , Cadot Oapt.
peared on television many times. '
plan s for tho future, ¦' ;
Ralph A, Kimball ; Administration
Its members aro'; Robert Mann
"I.io awarding of tho grant
Of floor , Cadet Capt . Paul B. Chadand
Isidore Cohen , violinists ; Raphmoans th roo things for Colby," ho
or; Assistant Administration Officsaid. "First the gift is a wonderful ael Hillyor , violist.j and Glaus Adam ,
er, Otdot 1st Lt . Edward Buyniski j
thing for]' tlio prestige of tho col- oellist .
Material Officer , Cadot Oiipfc. Willogo. "
First violinist Robert Mann is an
liam B, Lay/ ; Inspector , Cadot
"Secondly, ,thoro is a big string alumnus of tlio Julliard School of
Capt. Pofcor S, Vogt ; Assistant Inattached; '! Ho noted that "this is Music, having i studied there undor
spector , Cadot 1st Lt. Robert W.
tho biggest single gift in the history Edouard Dothior , in addition to
Whitohouso ; information Officer ,
of Otj lby. Wo must raise p.fl million perfecting his talents as a oomposCadot Capt. Timothy J . Dakin ;
in -the hox t throe years, -.rtoro than
Coed Dining
Continucd on Page Throo
Future Officers
Continued on Pago( Fivo

Oscar Handlin Here
For Sesquicentennial

Stri der Key Speaker
In Annual Conv ocation

Juffliard Strin g
tet To Reside
Quar
Here This Summer

AFROTC Assigns
Cdets Command
& Staff Positions
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Dear Senior,
Perhaps several words of explanation will make the above minutes
of the first meeting of the senior
class officers more meaningful t o
you.
Since Diane Ellsworth will comT
plete her remaining college year
in the mid-West, she has had to
resign from the office of senior class
treasurer. _For this reason , we will
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON : If you are approximately forty-six
have to open the polls for a new
years old, look like a ball of tweed in your new Brooks clothing, and
class treasurer. Aspirants for this
office should file a petition with enjoy spending your evenings in a great big armchair behind the New
thirty signatures of seniors on it. York TIMES sipping a great big glass of Beefeater's gin on the rocks
These petitions should be given to and thinking pious thoughts about Father Drummond, Chappie, and
Dean Nickerson and Dean Seaman the rest of the boys, there are two possible places on campus for you.
before noon on Tuesday, September
One is the Faculty Lounge; the other is the DEKE house.
25. The election will be held outZETA PSI: Among Zete's famous alumni is Jack Armstrong, the
side the Spa on Thursday, September 27. The result will be announced All-American. Boy.
on the next day, Friday, at the
DELTA UPSILON: The face on the bar-room floor belonged to
cocktail party.
a D.U., who was staring up at the quiet elegance of his surroundings
I believe that the reason s for at the time. He couldn't quite see it
, of* course, but that's a D.U. for
forming "a Senior Council are clear ,
you
—
always
trying.
'
but permit me to list them bo that
PHI DELTA THETA : If the Phi fits, take him to the asylum
each senior is informed :
. . 1. It is accepted by most that before he breaks some more windows.
communication in classes at Qolby
ALPHA TAU OMEGA : The A.T.O.'s have a swimming pool, exis poor. For this reason , class unity tending vertically along the wrought-iron terraces that face Fraternity
is similarly lacking.
Row*. Never feel that the lack of a swimming suit means you cannot
2. To compensate for this shortcoming, class officers attempt class join in the fun.
The coed dining facilities and the (sometime) coed lounge which meetings which all class members
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA : Remember the College Board word ansteps
will soon be available for use in the Roberts Union are welcome
can attend. The result is that a alogies? Try this one. Bronx Zoo: Boston Zoo:: Boston Zoo :
.
away from the coordinate college system , first envisioned by Colby nucleus of very interested persons (Answer : Lambchop.)
toward the truly co-educational system of living in which the adminis- attends these meetings, but the
KAPPA DELTA RHO : There is something to be said for a miliclass has accomplished little. This
go
a
long
way
to
tration professes to believe. The new facilities should
nucleus usually consists of a hand- tary mentality. The K.D.R.'s haven't, said it yet, but give them time.
alleviate the inconveniences caused by the absence of a centrally lo- ful of people from one dorm ' or one
TAU DELTA PHI : There is no other man on campus quite like
cated student union.
fraternity.
Jess Marchese. There is no other fraternity on campus quite like Tau
• 3! The Senior Council will be a Del. Thank God.
' The, petty restrictions and inconveniences which the college redPI LAMBDA PHI : In their short life on the Colby campus, the
tape, machine continually places in the way of effective use of college representative organization of seniors which is designed to increase
facilities seems to be working overtime in the past few weeks. The class communication and unity. It Pi Lams have broken many traditions. . Including their own.
ALPHA DELTA PHI : A.D. subscribes to McCALL'S, The Maglibrary, for one thing, was closed on the evening of the first day of will consist of the four class off i cers ,
azine
of Togetherness.
plus
floor
representatives
from
Mary
the
administration
the
stuclasses. Due to an oversight on the part of
,
Low,
a
representative
from
the
sendent government handbooks have not yet been distributed. The coed
Continued on Page Three
ior women who live in Louise Codining area has not been painted, &nd decorations and good furnish- burn as senior ' representative from
,
ings have riot been installed. The atmosphere in the area reminds one the I.F.C. , and . a senior man who
of a corner drugstore. Finally, the restrictions placed on the use of will represent the non-fraternity
From the Constitution of the Colby Student Government Associathe lounge by women seem capricious — whatvcould possibly happen men. The Deans of Men and Women tion. Article III, Section 2: "Meetings of the Council shall be held
before 5:30 p.m. that can be avoided later ? Stu-G is attempting to have consented to attend our meet- at a regular time each week and extra meetings may be called by the
ings in order to add administrative
have this ruling changed", but the administration, by refusing to grant formality to the Senior Council.
'* ' ¦
President when necessary." '
¦
Continued On Page Seven
" 4. In reality, the Senior Council
College has been is session for two weeks, more than time enough
will represent every senior at Colby. for a meeting of the Council to have been convened and business
Not only will our class have an
brought to the attention of the student body. It,should not be necesagent between the class officers and
in
the
first
issue
Those who found remarkably little controversial
its members , but "also we will liave sary to have to remind Stu-G that it is not a government of permancolumn.
Comment
peruse
the
Campus
a group of informed persons who ently-sitting, even though benevolent, executives.
of the ECHO are invited to
Critics will probably have a field day, although we have made it quite can serve as organizers for . class
clear that the opinions expressed are not those of the Colby ECHO. functions.
Tentatively, th e Senior Council
T_i£ question is sure to arise — whose opinions are they ? We consider will meet bi-weekly on Tuesday
this.a fair question/ and will attempt to answer it by saying that the evenings at 7:00 at Runnals Union.
articles represent unorthodox points of view taken by various indiv- The first meeting is scheduled for
iduals —¦• both students and observers of students, people ori cam- Tuesday, September 25. The minpus ' and those in the mainstream of American culture. The articles utes of all meetings will be printed
in the ECHO and will be mimeoare 'printed in a frank attempt to provoke controversy and discussion, graphed for each fraternity,
indeand (we hope) a few heated and vociferous letters to the Editor., We pendent dorm , and for the three
hope students on campus will continue to contribute to, this column. fl oors of Mary Low and the ground
' The Editor wishes to make clear that since he has exercised the fl oor of Louise Coburn.
I believe that tho senior class
privilege of protecting his contributors by printing their articles anonoffi cers are pr ovidin g th e needed
ymously, he will personally accept full responsibility for their articles. vehicle for class vitality. With help
from the Senior Council and particip ati on of our entire class , the . class
of '63 will have its most dynamic
Box 1014, Colby College, Waterville, Maine
year.
Offioo : Roberts Union , Call TR 2-2791, Ext. 240
Sincerely,
Pounded 1877. Published weekly except during vacations and examination period* by the
K en Robbins
itudenti of Colby College ; printed by the Eagle Publishing Co., Inc., Gardiner , Maine.
Senior
Class
President
Newspaper
Association.
Represented
by
Intercollegiate
of
the
New
England
Charter members
National Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates; Students $3.50; ""acuity free ; all others
'
'i
*3.>0. Neswstands price: fifteen cents per copy.
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Waterville, Maine. Acceptance for
CHANNING-MURRAY CLU B
mailing at special ate of posta ge provided for - in section 110J, Act oi October 3, 1917,
authorized December 24, 1918.
All opinions in this newspaper not otherwise identifed are those of the COLBY ECHO. i
(Unl-Unl and Religious
Mention the ECHO when you buy.

In the Treshman Extra edition of the ECHO., the lead article contained statistics on the entering class. The facts and figures are now
being translated into human terms — first impressions and tentative
friendships, and this process will intensify when the rushing periods
begin.
In a sense one can also form an impression of Colby by seeing the
kind of student it attracts and admits. If there is one thing that has
typified entering classes, it is uniformity of the student body. The
academic potential is usually concentrated at one level (albeit fairly
high), the number of students from the south and west coast is always infinitesimal, the number of foreign students who enroll is usually the number it would take to fill an end room in Johnson and the
percentag-e of students from small towns is always at an artificially
high level considering the geographical distribution of American high
school graduates.
The student body will feel the absence of significan t diverse groups
on campus (this is not to argue that there are no diverse individuals),
and the disproportionate percentages of minority group students.
Rather, .we should say they will not have the experiences (which they
should have) of being in a multi-valued and multi-cultured community. Understanding and acceptance of other patterns of behavior
may be learned intellectually in the classroom, but on the Colby campus such intellectual experience does not get translated into human
terms. .
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FRATS AND SORES
Continued . fro m Page, Two
SIGMA KAPPA : If you are ap- yearn for those good old high school
proximately forty-six years old , lo'ok sorority days, Chi 0 is for you , and
like a bundle of fluff in your Berg- you alone.
DELTA DELTA DELTA : All Tridoff frills, and enj oy spending your
evenings around a bridge table sip- Delts have a portable freezing
ping dry martinis and thinking machine. It is known as the Tripious thoughts' of Louise Coburn , Delt Smile.
Mary Low , and .tlie rest of tlie girls , ' ALPHA DELTA PI: The A;D.
there are two possible places on Pi's are happy and congenial
campus for you . One is Hillel ; the girls who have riot been known to
have so much as moved a muscle in
other is Sigma Kappa.
CHI OMEGA : If you are ap- the memory of anyone, living or
proximately fifteen years old and dead.

Semester At Fisk For
ColbyExeliaiigeStudent

By Gail Koch .
The second semester of my sophomore year was spent at Fisk
University in Nashville, Tennessee, in the exchange program between
Fisk and Colby. For those of .your who have never heard of Fisk, it
is. a small, co-ed , liberal arts Negro college with whom we have been
exchanging students for the past two years.
I arrived at Fisk at the beginning of February,' and found a warm

welcome from both the weather and
the students. The weather did not
always remain as warm as it was
those first few days , but the stuThe Defense Depart nent announced today a radical new method dents did.
of procuring' essential military supplies. Agreements have been nego- The girls in the dorm , upon whom
tiated with munitions makers whereby green stamps will 'be issued I had been thrust, began making a
with purchases of equipment. Thus., for example, if the government "Fiskite" out of me the very first
night. We went to watch a baskettakes advantage • of a special offer on new automatic rifles, it may ball game in heels and stockings !
collect enough green stamps to redeem a Polaris submarine at Gro- The cheerinp; at the game, by the
ton. Of . course the economic implications are clear : the precarious way, was very different from the
balance of stamp trade between the U.S. and Europe may be radic- cheering at Colby basketball games.
(It was much more like tlie cheering
ally altered.
at Colby hockey games.) Before the
On Capitol Hill the President's proposal to withhold stamp divi- dav '
was oyer I was tired , hoarse,
dends received a severe setback in the House Ways and Means Com- and ¦happy.
mittee. The President indicated at his news conference that he con- During the next few days I was
sidered passage of the bill vital, and gave his symbolic support 'to given many lessons in the Fisk linthe measure by announcing that the redecoration of the White House go, traditions , and rules ; the newand
would be done through the selection of furniture at local stamp re- est dances , which professors
Meharry men to avoid '(Meharry is
demption centers. It would be he declared, "a tribute to American a medical school across the street
cultural values."
from Fisk), and which Meharry
In the field of education, one of America's leading foundations men and Fisk men were "good
recently announced bequests totalling up to one hundred million catches. "
stamps. Recipient schools are required to match the stamp" grants, Some of my classes I found
stimulating, and some. . . On the
and then redeem classroom buildings, dormitories, and used car lots whole the assignments were a great
,
from the foundation's redemption centers.
deal lighter than they are at Colby.
The good students were encouraged
to- do a great deal of extra work ,
but the average student, could and
did get along without too much effort.
The movement" was not very
strong at Fisk while I was there. I
went to several of the "workshops"
but decided not to par ticipate in the
demonstrations . Participation
at
that time would have meant isolation from the greater part of "the
Fisk student body. Besides this
fact , I was not at all sure that I
completely agreed that these particular demonstrations Were fulfilling
the right purpose.
For about the first week I was
at
Fisk I was very aware of the
The appearance of Colonel James L. Flanagan 'last Monday was,
fact that I was white and everyone
I was led to believe, in connection with the Fifteenth Anniversary of else Negro. Every time
the term
the United States Air Force. However, it proved difficult'to find a 'white" or "Caucasian " came up in
link between this event and the Colonel's speech. In his introduction . a class I could feel all eyes on* me
Colonel Starker mentioned that in asking beforehand what topic the and I was very uncomfortable. It
Colonel would speak on, the Colonel replied that after hearing this did not take long, however, before
I was often completely unaware of
statement > and seeing \the audience almost 100 % in blue,'it hecame the fact
that I was different from
obvious that his speech would be directed at the ROTC members of anyone else. The police reminded
his audience. Yet, there was no indication that , for the most part, this me of the difference a few times , as
would become a recruitment exercise, ancl one must only surmise that did many rubbernecking whites who
Colonel Flanagan was ' Speaking down to an audience which he would passed by the Fisk campus, (I almost caused several people to crash
be' expected to admire.
into a telephone polo because they
Col , Flanagan devoted some time to discussing the B-52 bomber. were staring so hard they nearly
He noted that a half billion dollars of Uncle Sam's money was being missed tho corner) . Most of the
put into each bomber, a.nd added , "That's you and me we're talking tim e, however, I was nothing move
about when we're talking about Uncle Sam." The Colonel mentioned or less than a Fiskite, and I loved

Stamp Grant

,

¦
W)TC
IIL
Amuycrsary

that 85 to 90 per cent of our nuclear striking force is controlled by
SAC. He later added that its motto is "Peace is our profession." (One
might assume then that the Russian missile commanders might have
Continued On Pago Five

IV. Athletic Requirements

it.

Thoro were many special events
at Fisk , second semester, such as
AKA's "Club de Lisa , " the sophomore cabaret , Women's weekend,
May Day, tho Spring Music Festival , the Student Union picnic, and
several wonderful concerts and lectures. I enjoyed all o f ' thoso and
will r ememb er th em f or a lon g tim e,
but most of all I enjoyed tho people
I rnot and got to know. Many of
thoso I will novor forgot.

Spanish Students
Start -Fourth Year
Of Instructing

On October first , Colby College
will begin the fourth year of its
highly successful Forei gn Language
in Elementary School Program within the Waterville school system:
Under the direction of Professor
Holland and a qualified staff of
student assistants , the fourth , fifth
and sixth grades of f ive area grammar schools have been subjected to
three weekly twenty minute sessions of Spanish instruction.
The plan is based on two years
of ora l instruction followed by the
introduction of basic, grammar and
written work in tho sixth grade.
The underl ying theory is that the
younger the children arc, the less
self-conscious they will be about
making now or strange sounds. At
the sixth grade level the child is
speaking Spanish fluently and the
introduction to grammar is a natural innovation.
Originally a voluntary program
on the part of the Colby students,
the plan has since been adapted to
provide one year • of academic . credit
toward elementary school teaching
on graduation. Active participants
in this program last year included :
Peter Archer , '63. Karen Eskesen ,
'64. Jon Fredrikson , '64. - Michael
Impastato ,^ :-'6<t; ; Betty '.-Johnston ,'63, Camilo Marques., '63. . Craig
Millet , '64. Richard Pious , '64.
JUILLIARD STRING
Continued from Page One
er. After winning a coveted Naumburg Award , Mann made his pro~
fessional debut in 1941.
/
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Senior Class Minutes , September
13, 1962.
The first fall meeting of the Senior Class Officers was called to order at 7 :20 p.m. on Thursday,
September 13th by the President,
Ken Robbins.
The President read a letter from.
Diane -Ellsworth in which she submitted her resignation as Senior
Class Treasurer. A notice will be
put in the ECHO ashing those who
wish to run for Treasurer to circulate petitions , and a new election
will he held.
The Secretary read a letter fro m
the Director of Volunteer Services
at Pineland. It was decided that w©
will not sponsor a Pineland project
unless the Col by Eight bus will ]be
available for transportation. The
President has written to tho Home
for Little Wanderers in Waterville.
inquiring whether there are any
projects we could undertake there.
Tt wns decided that the fall class
outing bo a, cocktail party because
of " tho uncertainties of tho weather.
It was ' tentatively decided that the
party be held ab the Lambda Chi
house on Friday ,'. September 28th ,
from 3 :00" to 5 :00 or so in the afternoon. Open invitations will bo sent
to the faculty.
The Senior Class Council proposal
was discussed and the Council will
be organized immediately. Elections
will be held for representatives from
Mary Low , and Ken will try to arrange for the men 's division to be
represented through I.F.C. and the ¦
Independents . The first meeting of
the new Council will be Tuesday,
September 25th , at 7 :0D • p. m.
in Runnals "Union. .
,
..
Further considerations will ' include :
. 1. Organization of a commenee¦
iYi'ent * cdmf _iittee'*' ' ¦" • • • •- . • ¦; ¦ 2. A party for the Home' f or
Little Wanderers children culminating a clothing or toy drive
3. A letter to the class outlining
the year's events
4. Scheduling the Senior dinners
with Bill Mill ett
5. A social event during January
6. Consideration of how to set
the trend for the other classes.
The meeting was adjourned at
"
8 :10 p.m.

Isidore Cohen , (the second violinist , is also an alumnus of Juilliard .
He has appeared frequently in recitals and with orchestras , while
also heing in great demand as a concorimaster. He lias been a member
of the Kell Chamber Players , the
Chamber Music Circle, and th e1
Schneider Quartet. He has also ap- i
peared at the Moravian Festivals in
Winston-Salem and at the Casals
Festival in Puerto Rico.
Violinist Raphael Hillyer studied
viola privately with Serge Korgueff
before entering the Curtis Institute
in Philadelphia. Hillyer went on to
Dartmouth College where he> continu ed his musi c, while earning a,
Phi Beta Kappa Key. as a major in
mathematics.
Aft er receiving his M.A. from
Harvard , ho. performed, with the
Boston and N.B.C. symphonies. He
also toured as violist of the Stradiviiribus and N.B.C. string quartets.
The quartet's cellist , Glaus Adam ,
was born in Indonesia. Ho began
his education in Europ e but completed it in tlio U .S., winning Philharmonic Scholarship and tho Gabrilowitsoh Memorial Award , He
then studied as a scholarship student of thft groat Emanuel Feuorm ann.

The Division of Health and Physical Education at Colby offer two
years of something it calls "Physical Education for Men". Thp required courses , Physical Education 1, 2, 3, and 4, are described in the
. college'' catalogue as, "Instruction and supervised competition in seasonal sports during the year." The purpose of this article will be to
demonstrate that under the present methods used by the Division,
GRAND OPENING
there is neither supervision, instruction , or competition in the classes.
All welcome to tho InauguraAt the end of the article, the proposals for improvement of the situa- tion of tho now coed student I
; ' .' ¦ ¦ #
lounge in Roberts Union . Sat.;
tion will be stated.
'
Tho quartet was formed in 194C
nigh
t, Sept. 22, 8:00-12 :00, live
During two seasons, the spring, and fall , activities are conducted
by William Sohuman, president of
outdoors. There are four sports in which students "participate: touch Rook and Roll dance. Stag or th o Juilliard School of Music with
drag!
The
now
Is
what
lounge
football , soccer, tennis, and baseball 1 (in the spring) . However, the tho students havo boon asking tho aid of tlio Juilliard Foundation,
routine of a typical class is this : hike down to the fieldhouse, do a if or.
As tho quartet-in-rosidonoo at tho
Juilliard School in Now York City,
few pushups, run a few laps around the football field , and tlien disthe group conducts (.lassos in onperse to unsupervised activities where no coaching is provided. ..Comnombl o playing, par ticipates in dispetition, if it exists at all, consists of any "pick-up" teams which are
cussions and tho perf ormance of
FOR
GIRLS
ONLY
I
¦ *
formed.
,
student works and also givos indiw.a.n.
'
Continued on Pago Eight
vidual insto'uetion .
»<>

Senior Officers
Meet To Make
Plans For Year

Respectfully submitted,
Ruth Schafer , Secretary
LAW SCHOOL, EXAM

Professor Clifford J. Berchneider, chairman of the faculty
committee advising students on
careers in law and in government
service , has announced that tie
expects soon to have available
descriptive bulletins and application forms for the Law School
Admission Test.
This test, required of applicants for admission to most American law schools , is given at
the college in February . Arrangements may also be made to take
this tost this November if tho
school they expoot to attend req uires it. During 1961-62, 20 ,000
candidates , including thirty-one
from Colby, took the test.
Last yoar Colby graduates rocoivod acceptance from tho following law schools : Fordham , St.
Johns , Cornell , Boston University, Boston College, Suff olk , Ru tge rs, Brooklyn , Alb any, Pennsylvani a, Chicago, Michigan , Temple Duquosno , University of
Pittsburgh , and N ow York University.
Tho Colby Collogo scholarship
to tho University of Chicago Law
School wont to Janloo Griffith.
Students Interested In law
should confer with members of
tho faculty commit too early.

T. M. Storke Selected
For Lovej oy Award

tions , 1959 ; Ralph McGill , ' Atlanta, j nard Kilgore, Wall Street Journal,
*
(Ga.) Constitution , 1960 ; and Ber- 1 1961.

'Get Together '

Thomas ML Storke, , winner of the 1962 Pulitzer Prize for editorial
writing, has been selected by Colby College to receive its annual Elijah Parish Lovejoy Awards.
The 85-year-old editor and pub isher of the Santa Barbara (Calif.)
New-Press will become the eleven :h Lovejoy Fellow at a convocation
here November 8.

Elijah Lovejoy, an 1826 graduate
of Colby, is considered America's
first martyr to the freedom of the
press. He was killed afc Alton , III.,
while defending his press against a
mol) in 1837.
The award is made each year to
a newsman of "integrity, craftsmanship and character" who has
continued the Lovejoy heritage of
fearlessness and freedom .
Storke, tho dean of California
publishers , received the Pulitzer
Prize for calling attention to what
his influentia-1 paper said was a
"campai gn of hate and vilification"
by the John Birch Society.
In 19611 he won the> Lauterbach
Award for outstanding work in the
field of civil liberties hy taking a
lead in "pointing out the dangers
to American freedom created by extremists of the radical right."
He graduated from Stanford University in 1898, and on January 1,
1900 , borrowed $2,000 to purchase
the Santa Barbara Daily News. The
local Morning Press was added in
1932, and the> two papers are now
combined.
Although a registered Democrat
for more than. 60 years, he has been
honored with appointments from

Jun ior Class
Off icers Plan

The officers of the class of 1964
met on September 13 and September
17. to discuss events being planned
for the coming year. The class will
sponsor a get-together on Friday,
September 21, at seven o'clock in
the Bixler Art and Music Center
before the piano recital by Robert
Gula. Light refreshments will be
served.
.v
The officers discussed ways to
raise money for a class scholarship .
A set amount has not yet been
agreed upon.
Co-heads of the Social Committee
were appointed . Sally M. Saabye
and Robert Turek will be in charge
of organizing all class events and /
have the power to appoint a committee under them .
A class meeting was held on
Thursday, September 20. Details
will appear in the next week's
issue.

three Republican governors of California.
Storke served as "lame- duck"
Senator from California in 1938-39 ,
and is currentl y a member of the
California State Crime Commission.
This fall , Storke's book on his experiences , entitled I Write For
Freedom with a foreword by Adlai
Stevenson , will be published.
The Lovejoy Award selection
committee is composed of Herbert
Bruckcr of the Hartford ( Conn.)
Courant , Erwin D. Canham of The
Christian Science Monitor, Dwight
E. Sargent of the New York Herald
Tribune , Colby President Robert E.
L. Strider , and Reginald Sturtevant , chairman of the college's
board of trustees.
Past recipients have been James
S. Pope , Courier Journal and the
Louisville (Ky. ) Times, 1952-; Irving Billiard , St. Louis Dispatch ,
1953 ; James Russell Wiggins,
Washington Post , 1954 ; Charles A.
Sprague, Oregon Statesman, 1955 ;
and Arthur Hays Sultzberger, The
New York Times , 1956.
Also , Bulord Boone, Tuscaloosa
(Ala.) News, 1957 ; John N. Heikskell , Arkansas Gazette, 1958 ; Cl ark
R. Mollenhoff , The Cowles Publica-

j
SERMON . ON ALICE IN
WONDERLAND AND
j
\ THROUGH THE LOOKING <
i
GLASS
!
i Reverend John W. Laws , min><
l ister 'of Universalist-Uriitariart i
church , Waterville , and member
of the Colby Social Science Department , will deliver a sermon i
Sunda y in his church on the
Colb y Book of the Year. The
service is located on the corner
of Silver and Elm.
i
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KNITTING YARNS.1
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PARK'S
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Main Street .
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Waterville , Ma ine
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Here is real knitting excitement for you! The world's loveliest
yarns that only French genius could create, the precious pets
of Continental knitters...each exquisitely new and different
¦...In colors to make your mouth water! The world' s finest
yarns at down-to-earth prices.

i

Italian Sandwiches and Pizzas
Call Ahead and Have Your
Order Waitin g
Above $4 - Free Deliver y
TR 2-9731
Open Sundays at 1 :00 p.m.
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CARLS
FOR
FLO WERS

|

TR 3-3266
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that sound ,ike a come 'on? (t IS*
H Does
It's an invitation to come on and join

1

I regularly. You'll' be richer,too , be8 cause The New York Times is richer
su

I
9

science, econo mics , business , indus-

I

I

p*
H m t,1ie news and in ^ormation '*
fl

theatre,all the arts. You'll find
I the
,your underIS your conversation richer
1 sta nding deeper , yo ur chances
fl
fl

Spec j a |collega rates. See your campus

representative today. '

.
' PINGOUIN TWEED- Fabulous yarn! Entirely new! Only
the French could create it! No one else can make it!
BI«S SO GRAM BALLS

\

JA CQUELINE — Bulk y to the eye, but soft and
wispy to the touch . Knits fast and easy!
BIG 50 GRAM BALLS
!
;

YARN SHOP
Main Street
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At the Rotary
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Open Dav and ' Night
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WHERE QUALITY ,

/

TONY'S
FABULOUS

DINER

.

FIRST " FLU" ! CLINIC
\
Tuesday, Sept. 25
9-12 Noon and
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
Dispensary Charge $1.00
For all over 21 years.
> Student clinic w ill be scheduled
I in near future. Parental permi s[ sion required for those under 21.

from Paris...for ail who love to knit!
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Foreign Students
Study At Colby

Njoya , ' from Cameroun , West
Afr ica, is als o a go vern m ent major ,
and a very fine soccer player. Jean
spent several weeks in France during the summer before returning to
his home.
.

'B y David Cutler
Fourteen foreign students representing twelve countries are -study
ing at Colby this year. Among those countries are Greece, Canad a
Brazil, Kenya, Jordan, Austria, Switzerland, Sierra Leone, Camer
oun, West Africa, Japan, Lebanon and Argentina.
^
The lone foreign student from the senior^ class is Stamatis Tsitsop
oulos from Greece a mathematic: maj or who hopes to do gratuate
work at an American university. Smith, from Canada, majoring in
Stamatis is an excellent soccer Psychology.
player and . is a member of Delta . Jean Gaza-Beguin, of the class
Kappa Epsilon. This past summer, of 1965, comes from Switzerland,
he worked at Agassiz Village, a after having studied for six years
camp in Poland Spring, Maine.
in England . Jean is a sociology
Foreign students from the class major and a member of Alpha Tau
of 1964 include John I. Luternauer, Omega. He spent the summer as a
from Brazil , who is majoring in waiter in Long Island. Others inGeology. This past summer he did clude '" Baha Ed-din S Nahawi,
map work in Maine. Others are Eric major ing in p"re-engineering, who is
Levi, a pre^engineering student from Jordan , and Ahmed T. Salim,
from , Kenya, who summered at a government major. Both boys
Colby while wdrking for the spent the summer working in AgasPhysics department, and , Allen M. s iz Village , Maine. Jean-Paul

BOB-IN

RESTAURANT
Corner of Front & Temple
|

PIZZAS and SUBS

|

A SPECIALTY

I

Tel . 2-9826

'

RESTAURANT
.

American & Syri an Pood

\

Located At

80 TEMPLE STREET
Air Conditionin g

By J ohn E. Dahlfred
Forei gn students in the class of
1966 include Edmond Derderian,
This Friday evening, at 8:00 p.m., Robert J. Gula, 63', will prefrom Lebanon , Carlos Sonnerberg, sent a piano concert in Given Auditorium. The concert will be the
from Austria, and Charles Angwen- first of this year's series of Student Government sponsored lectures
yi , from Kenya.
and concerts.
Adolf Raup, from Austria, is a
The purpose of this series is to promote scholarship, to take cogspecial student who plans to study nizance of local talent and to h elp to raise the academic tone of the
,
at Colby, for one year. Besides tak'63
Hall
College.
, chairman of the Student Government Lectures
,
Jon
ing three courses, Adolf is assisting
language laboratories. From Tokyo Committee, will b e responsible for th e planning of event s in this
the German department in the series. Among other programs now in the planning stages are concomes Toshimichi Moriyi , w ho also certs of classical and contemporary music; ballet ; a trumpet recital
plans to study a year at Colby, con- by Kenton Stewart of the Music Department; and lectures by Dan
Mill er, '63, President of Stu-G.
centrating on business courses. Traister , '63, and Wesley
For 'Mr. Gula, tonight's appearance will mark his first formal
iToshimichi is living in the ATO
iven a lecture-concert , on modern music,
house. He holds a Black Belt, first concert. He has previously g
audience.
His selections are all standard concert
before
a
Colby
or der , in Karate. Silvia Caillet-pois
works, r equiring a full command of the piano keyboard. The first
from Buenos Aires , Argentina is the
half of the program will he devoted primarily to the works of Bach,
lone f emale ' foreign student among
half will be divided between works by Chopin and
this group . Silvia is doing graduate while the second
by Liszt.
wor k at Col by and is also assis ti ng

Mr. Gula, a native of Middletown, Conn., is a Classics major. He
'"minors" in English literature and music. He is also a member of
Eleven Colby students are studythe Colby Library Associates and Stu-G, and is a Dean's List student.
ing abroad this year under the
ROTC ANNIVERSARY
"there is an opportunity in any
Junior year-abroad program. They
Page
Three
f ield ," and "a f ascina t ing pe riod
Continued
From
include Peter Arvanitis, Isaac
the motto "co-existence is our ahead of us." The Colonel voiced his
Balbus, Michael Impastato, Richard
cause." Unfortunately, • the Colonel objec tion t o the "sell the air force"
Larchan , Cynthia Fischer, Sara Mc- didn 't pursue this line of reason- tactics used by recruitment officers,
Cobb, Joan McGhee, Margaret Mat- ing-)
but it seemed to me that he was
t raw , Martha Schatt, Gloria Shep- The preceding material led up to doing exactly that . It is unfortupar d , and Mary Stimson. Most of the Colonel' s question to - the nate that the Colonel used this occasion as an opportunity to recruit
these students are studying at uni- cadets, "Where do you fit?" The
career officers. It is also unfortucadet must ask himself this because nate that he did not recognize the
versities in Europefew non-ROTC members present in
i
"seeing' what kind of an audience"
he had. The Air Force's needs donot have to be advertised under the
guise of an anniversary celebration.
I am sure that a talk discussing
some of the implications of the role
of the Air Force in American milit ary and di plomatic strategy would
have- been of greater interest , and
also would have been in accordance
with the purported program.

in the . Language department.

i MAJESTIC

; Home Style Cooking

Robert Gula to Initiate
Stu G's Concert Series
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COLBY MUSIC
ASSOCIATION CONCERT
SERIES
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November 30
Juiiiard String Quartet
January 20
Albenert Trio
March 13

Boston Woodwind Quintet
\
for the 1962-63 seaMembership
I
son
is
$5
and
includes tickets for
•
|all concerts. _ ___ __
_
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AFROTC ASSIGNS
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Continued from Page One
Personnel Services Officer , Cadet
1st Lt. Raymond 0. White ; Assistant Personnel Services Officer Cadet 1st Lt. Gordon L. M.oog ;
Squadron I Commander, Cadet
Capt. Frederick J. Sears ; Squadron II Commander, Cadet Ca.pt.
Carl A. Cai to ,' Squadron III Commander, Cadet Capt. David A.
Johnson ; Comptroller, Cadet Capt.
George Swasey.
From tho advanced Cadet Group,
made up of thoso seniors as well as
selected juniors , and others like it
throughout tho , country tho United States Air Forco receives 85%
of its now officers. Cadets who successfully complete four years of
leadership and academic training in
ROTO aro commissioned as 2nd
Lieutenants in the USAF upon
graduation.
j
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Colby Topples
U.. -Of Vermont
By 18-14 Score '

! MULE KICKS
By Morg McGinley

Weinbel To Mold
Backfield As
New Grid Coach
by Br uce Lytic

Ken Weinbel is one of the two
new physical education instructor?
at Colby. But more immediately
than th at , he is the backfield coach
of this year 's varsity footbal l squad .
In oth or w ords , . Ken Weinbel is
primarily responsible for coaching
the Mule quarterbacks , running
backs and defensive secondary .
In becomin g acq u ainted with
Coach Weinbel , ono finds his background varied and interesting. As a
fr eshm an and sophomore in 1945
and 1946, Weinbel attended the University of Pittsburg . Ho rocoivod
his B. S. at State Collogo in East
Stroudsburg,
Pennsylvania.
His
M.S, degree was received from Hoffstra College.
'
— — — — -__ -_ —

»

- —— — — —

the offensive drive was not consistent. It went well when it
worked , but the wheels were not always turning. The thing that could
have given the offense that extra
zi p was missing and that was the
passing game. The reason for this,
it seems most striking, is that the
Bruce Waldman who took the field
was only a quasi-healthy fellow. The
junior • whoso pass-catching and
¦overall antics made him All New
England last year was having leg
trouble , and the coaching staff obviously didn 't want him to get hurt.
When . one considers that Waldman
is the only, experienced pass-catcher
from last year's varsity, it' s easy to
see why tlie passing game never
really got going. A healthy Waldman , one who can leave defenders
behind as he snags a long bomb,
will bolster the aerial game 100 per
cent.

¦

¦

•

,

On the ground , however , there
should be no complaints. And
WAAHOO!! Binky hasn't changed
a bit. He's still got those marveleus
steps that can spring him loose for
touchdown land. He didn 't go all
tlie way last " Friday , but he did
turn in a 65 yard dash , 'and another one for 35 yards , in addition
to carrying the ball every other
clown .
Add a few more surprises. Dave
Cox has break-away speed , the kind
he showed when he went 70 yai'ds
around end. Ted Malley, in his
initial start at halfback , got loose
for a twenty-yard TD spree. Did
you observe Dick Robbat' s playcalling ? It showed that the young
field general thinks well. Colby 's
going to play exciting ball this
year. • Oh , and one more thing before
we depart, Dave Cox was not hurt
seriously in the scrimmage. He
should be all sot for tomorrow 's go
with Norwich.
Needless to say, Weinbel's football career is the element which
makes him a particularly interesting person with whom to talk , and
also forms the basis of his philosophy about tho modern game of
football. Ken Weinbel played football as a freshman and as a sophomore under Clark Shaugnessy
N
whil e at Pitt . Shaugnessy was one
of tlie coaches responsible for bringin g tho T-formation back , and it
is this, form ation which has led to
the wide-open brand of football seen
today . When asked about the squad
on which ho playod , Woinbel pointed out that they were composed
primarily of underclassmen. Pitt ,
nevertheless , was able to play ,500
football against tho toughest opponents in tho country. While at
Pittsburg, Woinbel had tho opportunity to play against powerhouses
like Notro Damo, .Arm y, Navy, Big
Ton universities and other top club.
At this tim e, Woinbol played under
>

Colby's White Mules overcame
deficits of six and two points , respectively, to gain an 18-14 victory
over the University of Vermont in
a scrimmage here last Friday. The
pre-season encounter revealed numerous flaws in the offensive and defensive mechanisms of both teams,
but it nevertheless was well played.
This was rough , exciting football ,
and t)ie 500-odd spectators on hand
noticeably enjoyed it.
Colby found' itself unable to move
the ball on its first series of downs ,
and elected to kick . Co-captain
Bmky Smith got off a booming 50
yard ,.punt to the Vermont 20, and
the Mules seemingly were out of
danger for the moment. But the
first time the out-qf-staters got the
ball ' thoy scored . The Green team
picked up five-first downs in driving
80 yards for the touchdown. The
extra-point kick was wide of the
mark , and , Vermont led , 6-0.
Late in tho firs t quarter Colby
drove 50 yards in three' plays , but
the 'Mule drive ended abruptly when
Vermont recovered a Colby fumble
on the Vermont 33. After an exContinued On Page 1 Seven
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The Collar Really Fits
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Button Down , Oxfords!
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Vested Traditional Suits
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Shetland Pullove rs
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Keds and Converse Tennis
Bass Weej uns
Colle ge Chukka Boots
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The basic shirt for college wardrobe. Gant Shirt-makers are tops when it comes to the fit of the collar, its
roll, its profile . . . how much of it shows above the
suit collar. Added features which bespeak pride of
workmanship are all built-in . .. . the box-pleat and
precise stitching. White or blue.
$5.95

Continued On Pago Sovon

Complete Dinners Fri., Sat., Sun.
^
$1.50
5:00 - 8:00
O THER N I G HTS BY RE SER VATI O N
m

____

. . . . Quality since¦ .1891 .
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1942 , when they shut out the Mules, I first game last season ' our No. 1
14-0.
quarterback broke his leg."
Edit or 's Note : The . ' following
Lack of depth definitely "will be
data on the Norwich football squad a major problem for Priestley and
is reprinted from the Po**t_and his Cadets , who wound Up the 1961
Press Herald , September 14, 1962. campaign at 3-4-1.
According to the article the Cadets
Norwich meets State of Maine
and Colby have a common problem foes in its first two games. The
—lack of depth .
Cadets , will host Colby a' week' from
Saturday
and will be at Lewiston
Norwich
University's
football
to
take
on
. Bates , Sept. 29.
fortunes this season appear to hinge
on just how durable "the long gray . Sophomore Tom McDavitt , at
tackle , will be the only non-letterlino" will be.
The Cadet forward wall will boast man- in the line. He'll be joined at
a let term an at all but one. spot , but the other tacld o p;ost by senior Al
beyond that the inexperience could Bradley. At 226 , Bradley is the
biggest man on the club.
hurt.
Two seniors will be at end. They
Still , Coach Bob Priestly believes
are
Brendan Cleary and Gerald
his club can hold its own even
. Co-captain Phil Cacciola
Kocak
though -the squad is small (31 men)
and
Bob
Lincoln , also senior letterand some of these players hampered
men
are
the guards, with junior
,
by minor ills.
¦
Dick
Lovisone
at center.
¦we
"Actually,
're better off at this
The
Cadet
backfield
shapes , up as.
time than we were last year ,"
Priestley explains. "Just before-our
Continued on Page Seven .
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Colby College's varsity football team . inaugurates its 1962 seasontomorrow when it meets Norwich University at Northfield, Vermont.
And if recent history repeats * itself , the Mules should 1 emerge victorious, since they haven't- lost to the Cadets in their past four encounters. Colby beat Norwich, 19-13 in 1952, 20-7 in 1953, 28-16 in 1960
and 34-6 in 1961. The' last time Norwich was successful was the year

by Morg McGinley

,

University of Vermont Coach Bob Clifford probably thinks that
John Simpson is a rude man. Or at best ,he might conclude that the
Colby mentor is a poor host. For if .ourmemory of Amy Vanderbilt's
book serves us correctl y (we read it in the distant past) , the host
should extend himself to see that his guest have theij- do. When Colby sassy Mules stepped to the fore and sent UVM home with an

18-14 loss and a spanking to boot,
this was not the case, however.
What' s more, this guy Simpson was
a former colleague of Clifford' s, and
tho ex-Colby footb all leader probabl y expected sonic retribution in
remembrance of their relationship.
Bub Miss Vanderbilt' s book covers the field of social relationships,
and though this is a broad field , the
pigskin encounters on Seaverns
Field fall into another group ing.
Vermont scored earl y in the game ,
and it seemed as if tlie home forces
were attempting some cordiality to
which tho vermontors were not
responsive ; but soon Colby had retaliated and we scribes knew better.
Indeed , . this was a bold , brassy
assemblage and performance that
Messrs, Simpson , Wcinbol and Holt
So
surprised
and
engineered.
aghast was old Bob Clifford that at
one stage of the game he yelled
across the field , "Hoy, let' s be good
hosts. " (.A nd that'-s tlio truth.) Obviously, Mr. Clifford' felt tho whole
affair was in bad taste. But we're
losing .track ' of our original premise
hero. And that is to consider the
tilt as footbal l mechanics.
Generally speaking, the inhabitants of Mayflower Hill should be
encouraged. In the first- place the
defense was moro than adequate.
Early in tho game Vermont, had success running power plays off tackle ,
but the Mule line quickly adjusted,
and from that point forward , got
tough. Dick Bonalewicz; had a field
day knocking down enemy runners
and picking up the pieces. "Bonyear as a 60-mim.ite player , and if
nio" was tops , just as he was last
he doesn 't draw top raves this year,
everyone will bo surprised. The entiro inner core of tho line was
tough , and Ted Malley turned in a
fine job as corner man on defense.
Tho offensive picture was bright.
(Eighteen points the first time out
is good in anybody's league). But

Pigskin Season Opens;
Mules At Norwich. Sat

'
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Continued from Page Two
the student government immediate jurisdiction over the lounge, is in
effect showing its contempt for the student body.
It is our suggestion that men wear ties and jackets and women
wear dresses to dinner in the coed area of the union. Neither the administration not the student government has imposed such a rule,
but each expects students to conform to self-imposed standards of conduct. In the matter of coed dining, such standards should prove to
be high. It . will provide a strong argument for those who are trying
The Vermonter? got their second to remove the .restrictions on the coed lounge, and it may shame the
tally of the game in the third period administration into doing something about the coed dining area.

after a Colby offensive had stalled.
This time the visitors ran the ball
over ' for the extra points , and assumed the lead , 14-12.

But the Mules roared right back
at the early stages of the fourth
quarter. This time the Colby offensive machine ground out first downs
on the v"ermont 25, on the 14 and
again on -the three. Dave Cox took
the ball over on the next play, and
the Mules were, again in the driver's
seat, 18-14.
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Bachelor Bundle Service
74a Elm Street
TR 2-648.

MIDWEST BOOK CENTER
7035 N. PAULINA ST.
C H I C A G O 2C , ILLINOIS
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Students - Faculty Members \
Order your current text books, i
reference books, etc., etc., from
a wholesale house direct. Hard
covers or paper backs. New or
slightly, used. The 'largest selection in the market on all subj ects. Complete encyclopedia Britannica and Americana sets. Literature on all subjects for every-"
one 's wants. We also have a se- j
lection of: contemporary, mod-i
ern, and rare books. Send your 1
inquiry in today. Catalog sent !
on request. Send 25c in coin or
stamps for handling and postage.]
(Deductible from first order) ¦
Prompt Service.
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change of the ball Colby took over
on the Vermont 28, and one play
later fullback Dave Cox made a
70 yd. jaunt around end that tied
the ball game. Once he had turned
the corner CoS simply turned on
the speed and walked away from
his defenders. . One defensive hack
had _t shot at him, but the 210
fullback was a step faster. The extra-point attempt failed. ¦ ' -.'
In the second period Colby scored
again. This time the Blue and Gray
did it the hard way, mounting a

Super Shirt Laundr y
. Dry ClearierS

ober 31 to nominate candidates for
the awards. All nominees will be
notified by the Foundation's regional chairman to return an inf ormation f orm imm ediately aft er
receipt and to file other credentials
no later than November 20, 1962.
The regional chairman for New
England is: Professor E. Neal
Hartley, Department of Humanities , Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge 39, Massachusetts.

Where The Girls Are!

¦

<

COLBY TOPPLES

¦
28 Offices in tho
5'Heart of Maine"
Member Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp.

Woodrow Wilson
Fellowships
Now In Progress

The "Woodrow Wilson National
Fellowship Foundation is offering
in 1963-4 one thousand fellowships
for the first year of graduate stud y
leading to careers in college train:
.
Late, in the fourth quarter' the in g.
Faculty members have until Octvictors drove for what looked like
another sure score, but the effort
ended when Vermont took over on
downs on" their own one yard line.
The nervousness of having their
backs to the wall apparently had its
effect , because Vermont , fumbled
two plays later. With less than a
minute to , play the itfules decided
to be safe. They merely hung onto 1 ' . '
''
.'
. :
/¦¦ -—"v
the ball , and the game ended with
v*
"
the ball on the four yard line. .

Continued fr om Page Six

3jp i?# , Trust Compa ny ~ ¦ .

COLLEGE FACILITIES

fifty yard sustained march to paydirt. Ted Malley, a junior who is
trying his hand at halfback for the
first time, galloped the last twenty
yards on a counter play off left
tackle. The play sent left-halfback
Binky Smith in motion to the right
and' with the WM. defense keying
on Smith, Malley hit off the opposite tackle, and got to the sideline.
The extra-point attempt failed again , and it was 12-6, Colby.

discipline. Body and mind must be
disciplined for coordination. Though
an athlete has to work hard , feelings of satisfaction for achievement,
personal improvements or ,team successes are a rich reward for the
work and devotion put in practice
and 'spent on the field.
The new coach then went: on to
state what he looks for in a good
back. He cited speed and maneuverability as prime talents that any
back should have. The ability to
block and the sure hands of an end
in pass-catching are also needed.
In addition, balance is an invaluable
quality seen in good backs in that
they are able to regain their feet
and coordination after having made
contact with opposing players. On
the defensive side of the picture,
a halfback must possess an instinct
for knowing the precise moment to
go for the ball . Nonetheless, Weinbel . looks at dedication, and mental
toughness as 'the prime requisites
to be found in any football player.
" Weinbel feels that the Mule football squad falls into this dedicated
category. They play for the pleasure
and love of the game. The new mentor remarked that the players up on
the hill have great pride in themselves, and that old-fashioned spirit
regarding themselves and the entire
school. Though unwilling to make
any statements concerning a specific won and lost record for this year,
Weinbel felt that Colby will play
an interesting and exciting brand
of football, and will acquit themselves well wherever they go.

W E I N B E L TO MOLD
Continued from Page Six
:
the tutelage "' of "We s ' Feisler, the
famed coach who lad such , great
success at Ohio State:
j
As an undergraduate, Weinbel
had already decided that he wanted
a coaching career.. lie enjoyed playing football and considered that the
game had valuable lessons to be
learned from it. Weinb el noted th at
his greatest source of inspiration
came in his association with Doc
Hartwick, an assistant coach at
Pitt. Hartwick, who weighed only
180 lbs., was a former Ail-American
guard. This man's achievements inspired Weinbel, since he himself
was smaller than most college players. Coach Weinbel feels that.a football player does not have to be
hindered by lack of brawn, if he has
a true desire to compete in. the
sport.
Weinbel has coached at a number
of high schools. He also has served
with the Counter Intelligence Corps
in the Army. In addition, he played
pro football with Patterson and
Belleview of the old American . League, then a farm team of tlie National Football League.
Weinbel' s longest coaching tenure
was a period- of five years at Sayville, Long , Island , New York High
School. He has produced two high
school All-Americans. One of his
best players is Dave Eales , the
quarterback of Union College's Eleven , and imember of last year's
All E.O.A.C. team/, Eales ' is considered the finest prospect ever to
play at Union. .
Among Coach Weinbel's sidelineis that, of running a summer football camp at Brownville, Maine.
The camp, conducted on a clinical
basis , is for high ' school players.
Mr. Weinbel is married and haa
1
three ''future footballers ". Asked
why he has so much enthusiasm for
this sport , Weinbel said that football is a tremendous agent of self
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ATHLETIC PROGRAM

Continued from Fage Xhree
In the winter, half the students
skate leisurely around in circles on
the ice, sonie play basketball, . and
some work out in the weight-rooms
or run around the track. For some
strange r eason , only those students
who work out or play basketball are
asked to do th e pushups and laps
which constitute the Division's idea
of exercise. It would seem that the
people who are willing to work up
a sweat in the gym during the wint er are given an added boost, while
th ose who pr ef er merely to skate
slowly arou nd "the rink are not
forced" to do anything more for
about half the year.
Now the point can be made that
at this stage ' of the game it is
ridiculou s to compel college men to
engage in stren u ous, physical activity. True, but if we are going to
have a physical education program,
we should be willing to work at it.
The program should really be conducted for the purposes of education. There should be instruction in
seasonal sports ; there should also
be a greater emphasis on "carryover " sports such as golf , skating,
swimming, tennis, and b owling.
These are the activities that students will engage in after college,
and this is where instruction , supervision, and competition can do the
most good. Colgate University already na.8 a program designed
around "carry-over" sports, and
there is no reason >for Colby to stick
solely to the old team sport activities which characterize 19th century methods of physical education.
Education includes not only the
abilities to engage in sports, but
also the understanding of the concepts involved in sports. These are

HART 'S

familiar to the members of the
staff , all of whom are coaches in
their own right. 'It • would be easy
for them to include such training in
the classes. As for the exercises that
are given , we should return to the
point that it is ridiculous to compel
college students to exercise. This
point is valid. Exercises can be imposed , it is true, but after college,
what then ? The results are wasted
on those students who have failed to
recognize the value of exercising.
At any rate, th e concept of ex erci se
involves the repea t ed, daily exercising to maintain exercise potential
already. Obviously, two hours a
week do not fall under the category
of regular, repeated exercise. For
the purposes of building or maintaining strength, they ' are useless.
Certainly a few minutes of exercise
can hardly compare with the voluntary partici pating of studen ts in
competitive supervised , and coached
sports of their choice.
In conclusion, there are three
steps we can ask the Division to
take to improve men's physical
education : '
1. Supervision and instruction in
"carryover " and team sports.
2. The creation of various daily
weight and exercise programs which
could be carried out individually by
students, and the elimination of
exercise programs in the weekly
classes.
3. The introduction of concepts of
physical education and training,
theories of games, and team and
individual sports.
No matter how many winning
varsity teams Colby produces , its
Department of Health and Physical
Education will have failed miserably
if it does not provide effective physical education for its students.
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Repairin g and Alterations
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WATERVILLE . MAI NE

90 MAIN STREET

Phone TR 2*8013

Everyth ing in Music
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DAMN THE DEFIANT
Cinemascope and Color
Aleo Gillness
Dirk Bogard e
/ and
SUNDAY
COUNTERFEIT TRAITOR
,
in Color
William Holden
Lili Palmer
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SCARFACE MOB
Marshall Thomson

'

Robert Stack
and

i

East of Kilimanjaro
i

'
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(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf, " "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

ANOTHER YEAR, ANOTHER DOLLAR
With today's entry I begin my ninth year.of writing columns
in your school newspaper for the makers of Marlboro Cigarettes.
Nine years, I believe you will agree, is a long time. In fact,
it took only a little longer than nine years to dig the Suez
Canal, and you know what a gigantic undertaking that was!
To.be sure, the work would have gone more rapidly had the
shovel been invented at that time, but, as we all know, the
shovel was not invented until 1946 by Walter R. Shovel of
Cleveland, Ohio. Before Mr. Shovel's discovery in 1946, all
digging was done with sugar tongs—a method unquestionably
dainty but hardly what one would call rapid: There were, naturally, many efforts made to speed up digging before Mr. Shovel's
breakthrough—notably an attempt in 1912 by the immortal
Thomas Alva Edison to dig with the phonograph , but the only
thing that happened "was that he got his horn full of sand. This
so depressed Mr. Edison that he fell into a fit of melancholy
from which he did not emerge until two years later when his
friend William Wordsworth, the eminent nature poet, cheered
him up by imitating a duck for four and a half hours.
But I digress. For nine years, I say, I have been writing this
column for the ^makers of Marlboro Cigarettes, and for nine
years they have been paying me money. You are shocked. You
think that anyone who has tasted Marlboro's unparalleled
flavor , who has enjoyed -Marlboro's filter, who has revelled in
Marlboro's jolly red and white pack or box should be more than
willing to write about Marlboro without a penny's compensation. You are wrong.'
Compensation is the very foundation stone of the American
Way of Life. Whether you love your work or hate it, our system
absolutely requires that you be paid for it. For example, I
have a friend named Rex Glebe, a veterinarian by profession ,
who simply adores to worm dogs. I mean yoij/can call him up
and say, "Hey, Rex, let's go bowl a few lines," or "Hey; Rex,
let's go flatten some pennies on the railroad tracks/' and he
will always reply, "No, thanks. I better stay here in case
somebody wants a dog wormed." I mean there is not one thing
in the whole world you can name that Rex likes better than
worming a dog. But even so, Rex always sends a bill for worming your dog because in his wisdom he knows that to do otherwise would be to rend, possibly irreparably, the fabric of
democracy.
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Therm o Heat Control
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Modern Brick
Fireproof - Free T.V.
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31 MAIN ST.
FAIRFIELD , ME.
3 Minutes from Downtown Waterville
CLYDE & THERESA AR NOLD , Props.
SWIMMING POOL
GIFT SHOP - COFFEE SHOP
TEL. EACH UNIT
SELECTED BY EMMONS WALKER
Direct to Canada ,
Routes 201 and 100
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BENOIT CARO M, Proprietor
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WE SPECIALIZE IN
STEAKS - CHOPS - BARBECUED CHICKE N
SEA FOOD - HOME COOKING
ALWAYS A PLEASURE TO SERVE YOU
10% DISCOUNT TO COLBY STUDENTS "
55 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE , MAINE
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S P R I N G ST. L A U N D R A M A I D
10 Spring St.
yVat erville
SPE CI AL EVERY WEEK
Chin a's Washed and Ironed 30c each
Special
Get Acquainted Offer on Now
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" Wo Give You Service ''
Printin
g
&
Social
!
Novelt
y
Job ,
Watorvl llo <
88 Pleasant St. *
Telephone TR 3-3434

FREE DEL IVERY
FOR GOO AND
FOR COLBY STUDENTS

WELCOME TO

186 SILVER ST.
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SCOTTY 'S PIZZA

15* Main Street
Water -ill *, Mains

Flowers Telegraphe d

BERRY' S
STATI ON ERS

Harol d B. Berdeen

T«l. 872-602.

{

GREE N H O U SE

26 Silver St.

170 Main Street
Wate rville , Ma ine

J
j

FL O ' S

DENNI90M SUPPLIES
|
* STUDIO GREETING CARDS
ROYAL TYPEWRITERS
|
Sales - Service - Rental
|
SCHOOL SUPPLI ES
|

j
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Giguere 's
Barber Shop

j

8 rooms — 4 Acres
Very Handy to School ——
Dean's Permission Required
Contact Prof. Brldgeman

!
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Continued from Page Six
very representative. Burt Marsh ,"
a j unior, will direct the wing-T offense from the quarterback slot. His
backs will be Don Messer,"only nonletter-nan in the backfield ; Al Pettipgill and John Luzzi. Messer is a
soph omore , the latter two, seniors.
Halfback and co-captain Bob Mirabelle is still hobbled as the result
o f a leg injury, but Priestley hopes
he'll be ready for action before too
long.
|
Barring further mishaps, Priestley is confident the Cadets will he
able to better last year's below .500
mark.
"But we've got t o k eep 'em
healthy," he warns.
The following is the Norwich
roster, including weights and positions :
ENDS — Brendan Cleary, 170,
Christopher Coviello, 166, Gerald
Kocak, 185, Anthony Mbrell, 182,
Joseph Weiler, 175.
TACKLES — Brace Bpldt, 205,
Alfred Bradley, 226, Freeman Carr,
221, Thomas McDavitt, 223, John
Wesley, .202.
GUARDS — Philip Cacciola, 185,
Robert Lincoln, 196, William Pollack, 170, Bruce Walcott, 175,
177, Gregory
Peter Woodley,
Yacovou, 181.
CENTERS — William Goetz^l95,
Victor Helin, 190, Richard Lovisone,
191.
HALFBACKS — Anthony Campano, 150, Nile Lockwood, 158,
Donald Messer, 160, Robert Mira-belle, 183, Albert Pettingill, 175,"
Gary Wehrwein, 162j John Luzzi,
176.
FULLBACKS — Leonard Palmer,
160, Robert Seebach, 185.

It's the .same with me and Marlboro Cigarettes. I think
Marlboro's flavor represents the pinnacle of the tobacconist's
art. I think Marlboro's filter represents the pinnacle of the
filter-maker's art. I think Marlboro's pack and box represent
the pinnacle of the packager's art. J think Marlboro is a pleasure and a treasure, and I fairly burst with pride that I have
been chosen to speak for Marlboro on your campus. All tho
same, I want my money every week. And the makers of
Marlboro understand this full well. They don't like it, but they
.
understand it.
^
In the columns which follow this opening installment, I will
turn the hot white light of truth on the pressing problems of
campus life—the many and varied dilemmas which beset tho
undergraduate—burning questions like "Should Chaucer classrooms bo converted to parldng garages?" and "Should ,proctors
be given a saliva test?" and "Should foreigrfexohange students
be held for ransom?"
And in these columns, while grappling with the crises that
vex campus America, I will mpJce occasional brief mention of
Marlboro Cigarettes. " If I do not , tho makers will not give mol
ony money.
<_i l002M__ BlH_m_o,
The makers or Marlboro will bring you this unconsored ,
f reestyle column 26 times throughout the school yea r. Dur- .,
ing this p eriod it is not Unlikely that Old Max will stop on
some toes—principally oun—but we think it'
s all in f un and
, ¦ .
we hope you will too,

